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INTRODUCTION
Non-commutative generalizations of regular rings first occurred in the
study of universal enveloping algebras of nilpotent Lie algebras . If  is
 finite dimensional over a field k of characteristic 0, Dixmier 5 proved
Ž .that every factor algebra U  P with center k is a simple left and right
noetherian domain of finite global dimension m, namely, a Weyl algebra
Ž . Ž  .  A k see 15 . McConnell 12 showed that Goldie’s theory of localiza-m
  Ž .tion 6 applies to prime ideals P of U  . Then the localizations R
Ž .U  have the property that Rad R a R a R with a regularP 1 n i
 4and central modulo a R a R for i 1, . . . , n . More generally,1 i1
 Walker 21 defined a right noetherian local ring R to be regular if it
Žsatisfies the analogous condition with ‘‘central’’ replaced by ‘‘normal’’. An
.element a R is said to be normal if aR Ra. Such rings R arise as
localizations of solvable Lie algebras  with k algebraically closed 10, 11,
21 . Note that each regular normal a R generates an inertible ideal,
Ž .that is, an ideal P of R such that P belongs to the Picard group Pic RR R
Ž .see Section 1 .
In the present article, we introduce a concept of regular ring which
Žnaturally arises from our general notion of CohenMacaulayness Section
 .1; see also 17 . Namely, we call a left noetherian semilocal ring R regular
 4if there exists a set P P , . . . , P of invertible ideals with P  P1 n 1 n
Rad R such that P remains invertible modulo P  P for all i.i 1 i1
If R is commutative and local, this concept reduces to the classical notion
 of regularity. In contrast to Walker’s definition 21 , our concept is invari-
ant under permutation of P, and it implies that the P are pairwisei
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 commutative 17 . The cardinality n of P coincides with the dimension
Ž  . Ž .dim R see 17, Sect. 2 , and the global dimension of R Proposition 1.4 .
Ž .Our main result Theorem 4.1 consists in the classification of semiper-
Ž .fect regular rings R. For dim R 1, these rings are left and right
noetherian and hereditary. Therefore, they coincide with the class of rings
 characterized by Michler 14 , having a structure theorem similar to that of
 hereditary orders over a complete discrete valuation domain 7 . In this
case, the endomorphism ring of an indecomposable projective R-module E
Ž .is again regular, i.e., a not necessarily commutative discrete valuation
Ž .domain. For higher dimension of R, we shall prove Proposition 4.1 that
Ž .the endomorphism ring  End E is almost regular: This means thatR
 has a commutative semigroup M of invertible ideals with unit element
Ž M such that M generates a distributive lattice of ideals, and Ý M 	
 4. Rad . Moreover, it has to be assumed that M is almost free
Ž . nSection 2 ; i.e., M can be embedded into a free abelian group  with an
index-finite subgroup L
 n such that M Ln. In the case of a
Ž .regular ring , this monoid i.e., semigroup with 1 M is just isomorphic
to n.
There is a close relationship between almost regular rings  and certain
   commutative semigroup rings k M over a field k studied by Hochster 9 ,
    n nDanilov 4 , and Stanley 19 . Here M L 
  with an arbitrary
n    n subgroup L of  . Then k M is a CohenMacaulay subring of k  
 k x , . . . , x . Moreover, the monoid M is essentially given by a lattice1 n
   polytope 9, 19 , and the rings k M can be interpreted as invariant rings
   of tori 9 , or as rings of regular functions on affine toric varieties 4 . If L
n  is of finite index in  , then the localization k M is almost regularŽ M .
with MM.
Ž .We shall prove Theorem 3.1 that almost regular rings  generalize
discrete valuation domains: Namely, they can be described by a aluation
ˆ ˆ : Ý F of a ring , where F is given by the formal intersections
n   n in F n, n dim , which are added by the rule1 r
n   n  m  m  n m .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 r 1 s i j
 Ž . 4Then  is the valuation ring a    a  0 of  . For n 1, we just
ˆ  4have    , where ‘‘’’ denotes the empty intersection, and  is a
discrete valuation of a skew-field . In general,  is no longer a skew-field,
Ž . nbut still a domain Proposition 3.4 . In terms of M L , the value
Ž . a of an element a is given by the smallest sum P  P  a1 r
ˆŽ .with P , . . . , P  M. Then  a is the formal intersection P   P  F.1 r 1 r
Now in order to characterize semiperfect regular rings R, we may
assume first that R is basic and indecomposable. Then the endomorphism
ring  of an indecomposable projective R-module E does not depend on
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the particular choice of E, and the structure of R gives rise to a valuation
ˆ :  F with valuation ring  such that R is uniquely determined by 
Ž .Theorem 4.1 . In the particular case dim R 1, we have a discrete
ˆ Ž . Ž .valuation  :  . Then R is a matrix ring  
M  with  i j r i j
for i j, and  Rad  for i j. Moreover, r coincides with the indexi j
Ž .of  	0 in F . Therefore, the structure of R is just given by  . In
Ž .general, R is still a matrix ring  . Here the  are sums of invertiblei j i j
ˆŽ . Žideals corresponding to elements in    F cf. the example in Section
. Ž4 . Although  need not be a skew-field, we shall prove that the indecom-
. Žposable regular ring R is a left order in a simple artinian ring Theo-
.rem 4.2 .
1. NON-COMMUTATIVE COHENMACAULAY RINGS
Ž .Let R be a ring associative with 1 . An ideal P of R is said to be
 inertible 13, 4.2.5 if there exists an overring S of R with a subbimodule
P1 of S such thatR R
P  P1  P1  P R . 1Ž .
1 Ž .In this case, the natural bimodule homomorphisms P Hom P, RR
and
P Hom P , R  R End P Hom P , R  P 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .R R R R R
Ž . opare bijective. Hence P is a progenerator with End P  R ; i.e., PR R R R
Ž . Ž  . obelongs to the Picard group Pic R of R cf. 3, Sect. 55 . Let R denote
Ž . othe set of ideals P in R with P  Pic R . For any pair P, Q R , theR R
natural bimodule homomorphism P Q PQ is bijective. Therefore,R
o Ž .R is closed with respect to multiplication hence lower directed , and we
can form the direct limit
1 oR˜ lim P  P R . 3 4 Ž .
˜ 1 1R is an overring of R with multiplication induced by P  Q R
Ž .1 oQP . Consequently, the ideals in R are just the invertible ideals of R.
˜We call R the quotient ring of R.
Let R denote the set of regular elements a R with Ra aR. Thenreg
 4 oR is a left and right Ore set, and Ra  a R 
 R . It is easy to provereg reg
 17, Proposition 2 that some power of every invertible ideal of R is
˜ 1 principal and R R R holds whenever R is semilocal.reg
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From now on, unless otherwise stated, we shall assume that
R is a left noetherian semilocal ring.
The category of finitely generated left R-modules will be denoted by
oŽ .R-mod. For M R-mod, we denote by R M the set of M-inertible
ideals, that is to say, the ideals P Ro which satisfy the implication
oŽ .Px 0 x 0 for all xM. Equivalently, P R M if and only if the
 natural epimorphism P M PM is bijective 17, Proposition 4 .R
  ŽIn 17, Sect. 3 , we defined a CohenMacaulay system briefly, CM
.  4system for M R-mod as a set P P , . . . , P of pairwise commuting1 n
M-invertible ideals with I P  P 
Rad R such that the length1 n
Ž .l MIM is finite, and
P M P  P M P P  P M 4Ž . Ž . Ž .i1 1 i i1 1 i
 4   Ž .for i 1, . . . , n 1 . We proved there 17, Theorem 3 that 4 is equiva-
lent to
P  Ro M P  P M for i n , 5Ž . Ž .Ž .i1 1 i
 4and also to the condition that P M, . . . , P M generates a distributive1 n
lattice of submodules of M with
P r1 M  P rn M P r1  P rn M 6Ž .1 n 1 n
Žfor r , . . . , r . We called M a CohenMacaulay module briefly, CM1 n
.module if it has a CM system P. Now let us define M to be regular if the
CM system P can be chosen such that MIM is semisimple. Accordingly,
Ž . Žthe ring R will be called CohenMacaulay regular if R is CM resp.R
.regular . For a non-zero CM module M, the cardinality n of a CM system
P is uniquely determined since
n ii1l MI M  l MIM  7Ž . Ž .Ž . ž /n
 holds for every i 17, Proposition 8 . Therefore, we define dim M n
Ž .as the dimension of M. If M 0, we put dim M. If the ring R is
CohenMacaulay, and dim M dim R or M 0, we shall speak of a
maximal CM module M.
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let R be a CohenMacaulay ring of dimension n, and
p
M  P    P  P Mm m1 1 0
an exact sequence in R-mod with P , . . . , P projectie. If m n, then M0 m1 m
is a maximal CM module.
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Proof. Let P be a CM system for R. We shall prove by induction thatR
P is also a CM system for M . For n 0 this is trivial. Suppose n 0,m
and let M be the kernel of p. Then every QP is M - and M -invert-1 1 m
ible, and we have an exact sequence
QM QP   QP QMm m1 1 1
which induces an exact sequence of RQ-modules:
M QM  P QP    P QP M QM .m m m1 m1 1 1 1 1
 4By induction, we may assume that P	 Q is a CM system for M QM ,m m
whence the assertion.
Let ‘‘pd’’ denote the projective dimension of a module.
oŽ .LEMMA 1.1. Let M be a finitely generated R-module and Q R M
with Q
Rad R. Then pd MQM pd M.RQ R
Proof. Let N FM be a short exact sequence with F finitely
generated and projective. Since QNQFQM is exact, we have a
commutative diagram with exact rows:
Thus pd MQM pd M. To prove the converse, assume that MQMRQ R
is projective over RQ. Then it suffices to show that M is projective. Now
the lower exact sequence splits; i.e., there exists an r : FQFNQN
with ri 1. Since F is projective, rf lifts along g ; i.e., there is an r :
FN with gr rf. Hence gri rfi rig g implies that 1 ri has its
image in QN
Rad N. By Nakayama’s lemma, ri is epimorphic and thus
Ž  .an automorphism since N is noetherian cf. 1, 11.6 . Hence i splits, and
so M is projective.
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The following proposition is known for modules M R-mod of finite
Žprojective dimension pd M and principal ideals Q Ra with a R seereg
 .13, Theorem 7.3.5 and 7.3.6 :
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let M R-mod be non-zero, and Q
Rad R an
M-inertible ideal. Then
pd MQM 1 pd M . 8Ž .
Proof. Consider a projective resolution of M, i.e., chain complex P
Ž .P ,  with P projective for n, and P  0 for n 0 such thatn n n
Ž . Ž . oŽ .H P  0 for n 0 and H P M. Then Q R M implies thatn 0
Ž .QP QP ,  is a projective resolution of QM, and we have a naturaln
Ž . Ž inclusion i: QP P. Let C C ,  be the mapping cone of i cf. 8,n
.Chap. IV, Ex. 1.2 and 2.1 , i.e., C  P QP with differentialn n n1
 in n1
  . 9Ž .n ž /0 n1
i Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Then we have an exact triangle H QP H P H C H QP with 
of degree 1. Since P and QP are projective resolutions, this reduces to a
Ž . Ž . Ž .short exact sequence H QP H P H C which therefore coin-0 0 0
cides with QMMMQM. Hence C is a projective resolution of
MQM:
  P QP  P QP  P MQM. 10Ž .2 1 1 0 0
Since pd M pd QM, the exact sequence QMMMQM shows that
Ž .the inequality  holds in 8 , and it remains to prove that pd M
pd MQM.
Let M denote the image of  : P  P for n 0, and M M.n n n n1 0
Ž .Then by virtue of 9 , the image of  : C  C is given by then1 n1 n
inclusion
1
: M QP  P QP  C .n1 n n n1 nž /n
If MQM would be projective, the exact sequence QMMMQM
would split, say, MNQM. But then NM by Nakayama’s lemma,
and thus QM 0, contrary to the hypothesis M 0. Therefore, we have
to prove the implication
M QP projectiveM projective 11Ž .n1 n n
for all n. Since projectivity of M is equivalent to that of QM Qn n
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Ž . M , Lemma 1.1 implies that 11 is tantamount to the implication forR n
RQ-modules:
M QP QMn1 n n
projective projective.2Q M QP Q MŽ .n1 n n
Ž 2 . 2 Ž . 2By virtue of M Q P QP Q P  M QP Q P n1 n n n n1 n n
Ž .QM Q M QP , we have a decompositionn1 n1 n
M QP M Q2P QPn1 n n1 n n  . 12Ž .
Q M QP Q M QP Q M QPŽ . Ž . Ž .n1 n n1 n n1 n
Furthermore, the exact sequence QM QP QM implies that then1 n n
Ž . 2right-hand summand in 12 is isomorphic to QM Q M . This proves then n
above implication.
Ž .Remark. In the commutative case, there is a short proof of 8 based on
the long exact Ext sequence corresponding to the short exact sequence
QMMMQM.
Ž .Recall that the left finitistic global dimension f.gld R of R is the
supremum of all finite projective dimensions of R-modules. For a
Ž .CohenMacaulay ring R, an iterated application of 8 to R yieldsR
f.gld R dim R . 13Ž .
As a first consequence of Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 we get the following
generalisation of a well-known property of classical orders:
Ž  .PROPOSITION 1.3 cf 2 . If R is a CohenMacaulay ring, then gld R
Ž .pd RRad R .
Ž .Proof. By 13 there exists an M R-mod with pd M n dim R.
Then pd M n pd M for the nth syzygy module M of M which is an n
 4maximal CM module by Proposition 1.1. Hence if P , . . . , P is a CM1 n
system for M , then Proposition 1.2 yields pd M n pd M n n
Ž .  4 Ž .pd M  P  P M  sup pd S  S simple  pd RRad R .n 1 n n
Now let us turn our attention to regular rings R. First, we have
PROPOSITION 1.4. If R is regular, then gld R dim R.
Ž .Proof. By Propositions 1.2 and 1.3, gld R pd RRad R  dim R
pd R dim R.R
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let R be a CohenMacaulay ring. Then eery finitely
generated projectie R-module is maximal CM. The conerse holds if and only
if gld R dim R.
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Proof. The first statement holds since every finitely generated projec-
tive R-module is a direct summand of some free F R-mod. Conversely,
assume that gld R n dim R. Let M 0 be a maximal CM module
 4with CM system P , . . . , P . By an iterated application of Proposition 1.21 n
Ž .  4we obtain pd M P  P M i pd M for all i 1, . . . , n . Con-1 i
Ž .sequently, pd M P  P M n, whence M is projective. On the1 n
other hand, if every maximal CM module is projective, then Proposition
1.1 implies that pd M n holds for any M R-mod. Hence gld R n,
Ž .and thus gld R n by virtue of 13 .
Clearly, a local one-dimensional regular ring is just a discrete valuation
Ž .domain not necessarily commutative , that is, a local domain R with
Ž  .Rad R R for some  R cf. 22, 5.12 . More generally, one-di-reg
mensional semiperfect regular rings R are serial and look exactly like
Ž  .classical hereditary orders cf. 7; 14; 22, Theorem 5.14 :
PROPOSITION 1.6. A semiperfect regular ring R is one-dimensional if and
only if it is a product of rings each of which is Morita equialent to some
 I  I
. . . .. . . .. . . .
. .. . I. . 0
   
with a discrete aluation domain  and IRad .
 Proof. This is an immediate consequence of 16, Proposition 3 .
The proposition can be generalized to arbitrary dimension of R. In
contrast to the one-dimensional case it will turn out that in general, the
Ž .opendomorphism rings  End P of the indecomposable projectiveR
R-modules P need not be regular. They form a class of ‘‘almost regular’’
local rings which will be introduced in the following section.
2. ALMOST FREE MONOIDS AND ALMOST REGULAR
LOCAL RINGS
Let M be a monoid, that is, a semigroup with identity. Assume that M
is commutative with binary operation  and identity 0. A set of elements
Ž .x , . . . , x M is said to be linearly indepenent if all the elements1 r
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n x  n x M with n , . . . , n  are different, and M is said to1 1 r r 1 r
be free of finite rank r if M is generated by independent elements
x , . . . , x , that is, M r. In contrast to abelian groups, the basis1 r
 4x , . . . , x of a free commutative monoid M is unique: it just consists of1 r
the extremal elements xM which are defined by the property that x 0,
and any decomposition mx y z with m is of the form y px,
z qx with m p q in . Thus if there exists an extremal xM, the
 choice m 0 implies that the unit group M  xM  	 yM: x y
40 is trivial.
Ž .Remarks. 1 Extremal elements are ‘‘completely fundamental’’ in the
 sense of Stanley 19 .
Ž . Ž2 Every extremal xM is independent. In fact, suppose mx m
. n x with n 0, and let m be minimal. Then m p q with mx px
and nx qx. Since m is minimal, pm and thus nx 0. Hence xM
 0, which is impossible.
Ž .3 If M is cancellatie, i.e., x y x z implies y z in M, then
Ževery pair x, y of different extremal elements is independent. Suppose
mx nym x n y with mm. If mm then n n follows by the
  Ž  .above. Therefore, assume mm . Then n y x mm  1 x ny
.implies x py, whence x y. Similarly, it can be shown that three
different extremal elements are independent. However, more than three
extremal elements may be dependent.
Next let us consider two properties which are satisfied for free monoids
 r. First, we call M torsionfree if nx ny implies x y, for n 1 and
 x, yM. Following Hochster 9 , we define M to be normal if x ny nz
implies x nx for some xM, whenever n and x, y, zM are
given. Now we define a commutative monoid M to be almost free of rank r
if the following conditions are satisfied:
Ž .AF1 M is torsionfree and normal.
Ž .AF2 M has exactly r extremal elements x , . . . , x . These are1 r
independent.
Ž .AF3 There exists an integer m 1 with mM
 E x  1
 x .r
Before we apply this concept to ring theory, let us clarify the structure of
such a monoid M. First, we show that the free submonoid E gives rise to
an exact sequence
p
EM A 14Ž .
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with a finite abelian group A. To this end, let us define a partial order
in M:
x y : 	a E : x a y. 15Ž .
E
Ž .LEMMA 2.1. Eery almost free monoid M is cancellatie. Moreoer, 15
is a partial order and for x z y, there exists some zM withE E
x z y.E E
Ž .Proof. Suppose x y x z. By AF3 , this gives an equation mx
Ž .mymxmz in E, whence mymz and thus y z by AF1 . This
Ž .shows that M is cancellative. It follows that 15 is a partial order.
Next suppose x z y, say, x a z y b with a, b E. IfE E
a n x  n x with x , . . . , x extremal, define the support of a as1 1 r r 1 r
Ž .  4  the set supp a  x  n  0 . Since M is cancellative, there are a , b  Ei i
  Ž .with disjoint support such that x a  y b . By AF3 there exists an
Ž . Ž .m 1 with mx, my E. Since supp ma  supp mb , the equation
mxmamymb in E implies mb mx, that is, cmbmx forE
Ž .  some c E. By AF1 we infer cmz for some z M and thus
       z  b  x. Moreover, z  b  a  y b gives z  a  y.
By Lemma 2.1 we have the following equivalence relation in M:
x	 y : 	uM : xu y. 16Ž .
E E E
Clearly, this is a congruence relation: x	 y x z	 y z. HenceE E
Ž . Ž .there exists an epimorphism p: M A of monoids with p x  p y  x
1Ž .	 y. In particular, p 0  E. Consequently, we get an exact sequenceE
Ž .14 with a finite group A since mE
mM
 E and mMM by virtue of
Ž . Ž .AF1 and AF3 . Furthermore, the fibers of p: M A are all of the form
x E with a unique xM:
Ž .LEMMA 2.2. Each congruence class C with respect to 16 is of the form
Ž .C x E, where x is the smallest element of C w.r.t. .E
Ž .Proof. By 16 , the set C is lower directed. Hence it suffices to prove
Ž . Ž .that C contains a minimal element. Now AF1 and AF3 imply that
multiplication with a suitable m 1 provides an injection C
M E
such that C can be regarded as a subposet of E. In fact, if mx my withE
x, y C, then amxmy for some a E. Hence amz and thus
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .z x y. Then p z  p x  p y implies p z  0, whence x y.E
Since E is artinian with respect to  , there must be a minimal elementE
in C.
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As M 0, the semigroup structure of M gives rise to a natural partial
order
x y 	zM : x z y 17Ž .
such that the restriction to the fibers of p: M A coincides with the
Ž .partial order 15 . The cardinality of A will be called the index of M.
Therefore the almost free commutative monoids M of index one are just
the free ones. Now we are ready to state:
DEFINITION 2.1. A left noetherian local ring  will be called almost
regular if there is an almost free submonoid M of o such that
Ž  4.Ý M 	  Rad , and P
 P  P with P, P , . . . , P  M im-1 n 1 n
plies PP1  M for some i.i
For n 1, the latter condition says that the inverse inclusion 
Ž .coincides with the natural order 17 in M. For arbitrary n it implies that
ˆthe finite sums P  P with P  M form a distributive lattice M ,1 n i
ˆwhere the join of I, J M is given by I J, whereas the meet is the sum
Žof all P M with P
 I J. We shall see below Corollary of Proposition
.3.3 that the meet of I, J is in fact I J, and moreover, that the extremal
elements of M form a CM system for . Hence  is regular if M is free.
 EXAMPLES. For a field K , let K M be the semigroup ring over an
almost free monoid M. The localization at the ideal generated by M is
Ž .    commutative and almost regular. Hochster 9 showed that K M is the
Ž . r  invariant ring of a torus GL 1, K , and that K M is CohenMacaulay
Ž  .    cf. also 18, 19 . Danilov 4 considers K M as the ring of regular
functions on an affine toric variety. These authors consider semigroups M
Ž  .of monomials which are essentially given by a lattice polytope cf. 9 .
Because of our assumption that extremal elements are independent,
almost free monoids M correspond to the special case where this polytope
Ž .is a simplex cf. Remark 2 of Sect. 3 . Precisely, we have
Ž  . rPROPOSITION 2.1 cf. 9, Proposition 1 . Let  be a free abelian group
 4 r rwith standard basis e , . . . , e , and let L be a subgroup of  with  L1 r
finite. Then L r is an almost free monoid with extremal elements x m ei i i
uniquely determined by the condition Le  x . Up to isomorphism,i i
eery almost free commutatie monoid M is of this form.
Proof. It suffices to prove the latter statement. Thus let M be almost
Ž .free with extremal elements x , . . . , x . By AF3 we have an embedding1 r
1  4Mm Ee  e with x me . Let L x y  x, yM1 r i i
be the subgroup of e   e generated by M. Since M is normal,1 r
1we have Lm EM, which gives the desired representation of M.
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The following picture gives a rank two almost free monoid of index five
in its reduced representation:
This also shows that the partial order of an almost free monoid need not
be a lattice if the index is greater than one.
Remark. If an almost free monoid M is given in the form M L r
of Proposition 2.1, there are positive integers m , . . . , m with x m e .1 r i i i
The representation M L r becomes unique if the m are choseni
minimal. This reduced representation of M is characterized by the prop-
erty that the coordinate projections of L onto the e are surjective.i
3. HIGHER DIMENSIONAL DISCRETE VALUATIONS
Our next purpose is to show that almost regular rings admit a value
function which generalizes discrete valuations. According to Proposition
2.1, let L be a subgroup of  r e   e with  rL finite. Then1 r
 r is the positive cone of a partial order on  r which induces a partial
order on L. A proper subset I L is said to be a filter if 
  I
Ž .implies 
 I. Let F L denote the set of all filters in L. With respect to
Ž . Ž .union and intersection, F L is a distributive lattice. For I, J F L let
I J denote the filter generated by the 
  with 
 I and  J.
  Every 
 L is uniquely determined by the principal filter 
   L 
4 Ž . 
  F L , and we have
         
   
   ; 
  
   .
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Ž .Therefore, we define I J I J and I J I J for I, J F L .
The following is easily verified:
Ž .LEMMA 3.1. F L is a commutatie monoid with a distributie lattice
structure and
I  I  I I  I  I  I 18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž .   Ž .for I, I , I  F L . If 
 L is identified with 
  F L , then L becomes1 2
a subgroup with induced partial order. Moreoer, L coincides with the group
Ž . Ž .F L of inertible elements in F L .
Proof. Let us prove the last statment. Thus let I, J be filters in L with
 I J 0 . Then there exist 
 I and  J with 0 
  0. For
any 
  I we have 
   0 
  , whence 
  
 , and this implies
 I 
 .
ˆ Ž .Let L denote the set of filters in F L which are finitely generated, i.e.,
   which are of the form 
   
 with 
  L and n. In1 n i
ˆ ˆparticular, the empty filter ‘‘’’ belongs to L. Then L is a sublattice of
Ž . Ž .F L , and also a submonoid by virtue of 18 . Therefore, we have:
ˆLEMMA 3.2. L is a commutatie monoid with a distributie lattice struc-
ture such that

    
     19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
ˆ ˆholds for 
 ,  ,  L. Moreoer each element 
 L admits a unique
representation 
 
   
 with pairwise incomparable 
  L. Here1 n i
Ž .the element  is considered as the empty intersection n 0 . An element
ˆ
 L is inertible if and only if 
 L.
ˆIn other words, the elements of L can be regarded as formal expressions
Ž .
   
 with pairwise incomparable 
  L which are added by the1 n i
ˆŽ .rule 19 . In particular, L
 L consists of the -irreducible elements:
ˆ
 L  L   
  
 . 20Ž . 4
For 
 , 
 , . . . , 
  L this implies1 n

   
  
 	 i : 
  
 . 21Ž .1 n i
Ž .In fact, the hypothesis gives 
 
 
 and thus 
 
 
 fori i
Ž .some i. Note that 21 determines the inclusions between the formal
expressions 
   
 of Lemma 3.2.1 n
DEFINITION 3.1. Let F  r be a free abelian group with partial order
r r ˆgiven by the positive cone  
  . For a ring S, a map  : S F will be
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Ž .called an almost regular aluation if  S mF for some integer m 1,
and the following conditions are satisfied for a, b S:
Ž . Ž .  Ž 1 . Ž .V1  a  F a S   a  a
Ž . Ž .V2  a   a 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V3  a b  a  b
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V4  ab  a  b
Ž .V5 Every a S has a decomposition a a  a with units1 n
 Ž . Ž .a  S satisfying  a  a .i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .Note that the inequalities in V5 are equivalent to  a  a  1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . a . Axiom V1 implies  1  1  0. Hence the elements a Sn
Ž .with  a  0 form a subring V of S. This will be called the aluation ring
Ž .   Ž . 4of  . From V1 we infer that V  a S   a  0 . Hence V is a local
 Ž . 4 Ž .ring with Rad V a S   a  0 . Furthermore, V1 implies
 a  F a S 22Ž . Ž .
a S  ab  a  b  ba . 23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž 1 . Ž 1 . Ž .The latter implication follows by  b  a ab  a  ab 
Ž . Ž . Ž . a  ab , and by symmetry. In particular, we infer that L  S 
F is a subgroup of F. We shall call it the alue group of  . The inclusion
L
 F extends to a natural embedding
ˆ ˆ : L F 24Ž .
ˆsuch that for 
 ,  L:
 
    
   Ž . Ž . Ž .
25Ž .
 
    
    .Ž . Ž . Ž .
ˆ ˆŽ . Ž . Ž .Axiom V5 implies  S 
 L. The reverse inclusion L
 S follows by
ˆPROPOSITION 3.1. Let  : S F be an almost regular aluation, and
Ž . Ž .a a  a  S with  a , . . . ,  a  F pairwise incomparable. Then1 n 1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž . a  a   a .1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. By V3 we have  a  a   a and  a  a 1 n i
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4 Ž . a a  a   a for every i 1, . . . , n . Since the  a arei j i j i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .pairwise incomparable,  a   a   a by virtue of 21 . Hencei i j i j
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. a  a   a   a  a   a   a i i j i j i j i j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . a implies  a  a  a since  a  F is -irreducible byi i i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .20 . Consequently,  a  a for all i and thus  a  a  i 1
Ž . a .n
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Ž .COROLLARY. If L S  F is the alue group of an almost regular
ˆ ˆŽ .aluation  : S F, then  S  L.
PROPOSITION 3.2. A left noetherian aluation ring V of an almost regular
ˆaluation  : S L is almost regular.
Proof. For 
 L, define
V  a S   a  
 . 26 4Ž . Ž .

Ž . Ž .By 23 , every a S with  a  
 generates V :

V  Va aV . 27Ž .

Ž 1 . Ž . Ž .Namely, b V implies  ba  b  a  0, whence b Va. In

particular,
V  V  V ; V1  V 28Ž .
  
 
 

for all 
 ,  L. By Proposition 2.1, the V with 
 0 constitute an

o Ž .almost free submonoid M of V . By V5 , every a V is of the form
Ž . Ž . Ž .a a  a with  a  a  L. So  a  0 implies that a1 n i
Ý V . On the other hand, every element aÝ V satisfies0 
 L 
 0 
 L 

Ž . Ž . Ž . a  0 by V3 and 20 . Therefore, we have Rad VÝ V . Fi-0 
 L 

Ž .nally, if V 
 V  V , then 
 
   
 , and 21 implies
 
1 
 1 nn
1
 
 for some i. Hence V 
 V , i.e., V V  V  M.i 
 
 
 
 

i i i
Ž .Remarks. 1 If the value group L is of rank one, then L  with the
ˆ  4 Ž .usual partial order, and L L  . Hence S is a skew-field by 22 , and
Ž .23 implies that  is just a discrete valuation. For higher rank r of
L  r, there are essentially different partial orderings of L, and S is no
longer a skew-field.
Ž . Ž .2 If the condition  S mF in Definition 3.1 is dropped, then we
obtain a class of valuation rings V which comprise the localizations
     K M of Hochster’s rings K M of invariants of tori 9 .Ž M .
In order to prove the converse of Proposition 3.2 we need the following
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let  be an almost regular ring with almost free
submonoid M of o as stated in Definition 2.1. Then eery a admits a
representation a a  a with pairwise incomparable P a  M.1 n i i
Ž .In particular, n 0 if a 0. Moreoer, the sum P  P is uniquely1 n
ˆŽ . Ž .determined as the smallest ideal w.r.t. inclusion in M see Definition 2.1
containing a.
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Proof. To show the existence of the requested representation of a, we
ˆproceed by induction: Suppose a a  a  b with b I M and1 m
P a  M pairwise incomparable, such that P  I and b Pi i i 1
 P . At the beginning of our induction we may assume a b 0,m
m 0, and I. Since  is left noetherian, there exists a maximal J
 I
ˆ ˆwith J M an b P  P  J. By Definition 2.1, Rad  M. Hence1 m
ˆŽ . Rad I Rad  I M , and the Krull intersection theorem 17, Corollary
1 of Proposition 6 implies that

iP  P  JRad I  P  P  J .Ž . 1 m 1 m
i0
Consequently, there is some i with b P  P  JRadi I.1 m
By the maximality of J we infer that Radi I
 J. Hence there must be a
minimal P  M with P 
 I and P  P  P  J. In par-m1 m1 m1 1 m
ticular, J P  J
 I and thusm1
b a  a  b  c 29Ž .1 m m1
with a P , b  P , and c J. By Definition 2.1,i i m1 m1
m
P  I P .Ýi j
j1, ji
 Ž m .  Hence a  P  IÝ P 
Rad P . By 17, Proposition 2 , thisi i j1, j i j i
 Ž .implies P b for b  a  a im , and a b  b  c.i i i i i 1 m1
Since b P  P  J, we also have b  P  P  J by1 m m1 1 m
Ž .29 . On the other hand, the minimality of P yields Rad P 
 Pm1 m1 1
 P  J. Therefore, P b . Furthermore, the P , . . . , Pm m1 m1 1 m1
are pairwise incomparable, and P  J. Now if c P  P , thei 1 m1
inductive step has been completed. This can happen only finitely many
times, since  is left noetherian. Otherwise, if c P  P , the1 m1
Ž .representation 29 can be modified such that c 0, and yields the desired
representation for a.
Finally, suppose a a  a with pairwise incomparable P a1 n i i
ˆ M , and a I M. Then a  IÝ P implies P 
 IÝ P andi j i j i j i j
 4thus P 
 I for all i 1, . . . , n . Hence P  P 
 I. In particular,i 1 n
P  P is uniquely determined by a.1 n
COROLLARY. Eery almost regular ring  is CohenMacaulay. More
precisely, if M is an almost free submonoid of o according to Definition 2.1,
then M generates a distributie lattice of ideals in , and the extremal
elements in M form a CM system for .
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Proof. Proposition 3.3 immediately implies that the lattice of ideals
ˆgenerated by M coincides with the distributive lattice M. By Proposition
Ž .2.1 it follows that the extremal elements P , . . . , P of M satisfy 6 with1 n
M, whence they form a CM system for .
LEMMA 3.3. Let R be an arbitrary ring, P a finite set of pairwise
commuting inertible ideals of R with P r Qr for different P, QP and
 4r 0, and let P P. Suppose that for eery PP	 P there is an integer0 0
r  4r 0 such that P is contained in a product of r ideals in P	 P . Then each
 4 r rPP	 P satisfies P 
 P for some r 0.0 0

 
 
 
Proof. We proceed by induction P , the case P  2 being trivial. Let
 4 i j i kl kP, QP	 P be given such that PQ, P 
Q U , and Q 
 P V0 j l
 4with products U , V of j resp. l factors in P P	 P, Q . Thenj l 0
P Ž ij.Ž kl .
QiŽkl .U k l
 P ik V iU k l, whence P iljkjl is contained inj l j
V iU k l, a product of il jk jl factors in P . If il jk jl 0, thenl j 0
j l 0, i.e., P i
Qi and Qk
 P k. Hence P ikQik, a contradiction.
 4Thus if we fix Q, the assumption of the lemma is satisfied for P	 Q . Now
the induction hypothesis yields the desired conclusion.
Next let  be an almost regular ring with almost free submonoid M of
o according to Definition 2.1. Consider the partial quotient ring
1 ˜ P  P M 
 , 30 4 Ž .Ý
and the free abelian group
L PQ1 
   P , Q M . 31 4 Ž .
Clearly, Definition 2.1 implies
P
 P  P  	 i: P
 P 32Ž .1 n i
for P, P , . . . , P  L . By Proposition 3.3, which immediately carries over1 n
to , every a  can be represented as a a  a with pairwise1 n
incomparable a  a  L which are uniquely determined by a.i i
PROPOSITION 3.4. Eery almost regular ring  is a domain. If a ,
then a a L .
Proof. Let a a  a and b b  b be elements of 1 n 1 m
with pairwise incomparable P a  L and Q b  L . Let Ii i j j
P  P , and suppose first that ab 0. If n, m 0, then for any2 n
 4 Ž . Ž .given j 1, . . . , m we infer that P Q 
 P Q for some i, k  1, j .1 j i k
Since Q , . . . , Q are pairwise incomparable, we have i 1, i.e., P Q 
1 m 1 j
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 4  4IQ with a map  : 1, . . . , m  1, . . . , m . After a suitable renumber- Ž j.
 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .ing of 1, . . . , m we may assume  1  2,  2  3, . . . ,  l 1  l,
Ž . i i l l l  1 for some l 1. Thus P Q 
 I Q for i l, and P Q 
 I Q ,1 1 i1 1 1 1
l l Ž . lwhence P 
 I . By 32 , this implies that P is contained in a product of l1 1
 4factors in P , . . . , P . As this argument is valid for each P instead of P ,2 n i 1
Lemma 3.3 implies n 1. Thus ab 0 is impossible for a, b 0.
Ž .ŽNext let a, b  be as above, and ab 1. Then 
 P  P Q1 n 1
.  4 Q , say, 
 P Q . Suppose n 2. For any j 1, . . . , m wem n m
Ž . Ž .then have either P Q 
 P Q with i, k  1, j , or P Q 

 P Q 
1 j i k 1 j n m
IQ . Hence the above argument applies to P as well as to any P withm 1 i
i n. Again we infer n 1 by Lemma 3.3, whence a L .
Now we are ready to prove
THEOREM 3.1. A left noetherian local ring  is almost regular if and only
if  is a aluation ring of an almost regular aluation.
Proof. The sufficiency has been shown in Proposition 3.2. Thus let 
Ž . Ž .be almost regular. We retain the notations of 30 and 31 . Then M is the
positive cone of the partial order on L given by the inverse inclusion  .
ˆŽ .By 32 , the distributive lattice L of finitely generated filters in L can be
realized as
ˆ  4L P  P  P , . . . , P  L , 33Ž .1 n 1 n
where the representation P  P is unique whenever the P , . . . , P1 n 1 n
ˆare pairwise incomparable. The meet I J of I, J L is given by I J,
ˆ Žwhereas the join I J in L is the sum of all P L with P
 I J. In
ˆ.fact, I J I J! Let us write I J instead of I J in L . Now we
ˆdefine  :  L by
ˆ a  P  P  L 34Ž . Ž .1 n
if a a  a with P a  L pairwise incomparable. Then with1 n i i
ˆŽ .respect to inclusion,  a is the smallest ideal in L which contains a.
Ž .Moreover, 34 is an almost regular valuation: The second implication of
Ž .V1 follows by Proposition 3.4, whereas the remaining conditions of
Ž .Definition 3.1 are obvious. Finally, the valuation ring of 34 is .
4. REGULAR RINGS
In this final section we shall establish our main result which character-
izes semiperfect regular rings in terms of almost regular local rings. First,
we have:
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let E R-mod be a regular projectie R-module with
Ž .oplocal endomorphism ring  End E . Then  is almost regular.R
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Proof. For every left ideal I of  we have
Hom E, EI  I. 35Ž . Ž .R
In fact, since EI is finitely generated, there exist a , . . . , a  I with1 m
Ž .EI Ea  Ea , and the a give rise to an epimorphism a , . . . , a :1 m i 1 m
m Ž .E  EI. By the projectivity of E, every aHom E, EI factors throughR
Ž .this epimorphism, whence aa  a 
 I. By 35 it follows1 m
that  is left noetherian.
 4 Ž .Let P P , . . . , P be a CM system for E with P  P E1 n 1 n
Rad E. For 
 F n we define

1 
n ˜E  P  P E
 R E. 36Ž .
 1 n R
Then 
  E 
 E , and
 
 4L 
 F  E  E 37Ž .

is a subgroup of F with FL finite. For 
 L we put
 Hom E, E . 38Ž . Ž .
 R 

 4If 
 0, then E  Ea for some a with x E  xa 0  0, and

	1Ž .35 implies  a. If a : E  E is the inverse isomorphism, then
 

Ž . Ž . 1End E  End E implies a a and thus a a. More-R 
 R
over, if ab 0 for some b, then E b 0 gives Eb 0, whence

b 0. Therefore, a is regular, and thus  o. By Proposition 2.1, the

 with 
 0 form an almost free submonoid M of o. Clearly, we have

 4  4Ý M 	  
Rad . If E Ý E  
 L, 
 0 , then there is a compo-0 

 4sition series E  E    E  E such that for each i 1, . . . , s0 1 s
there exists some 
n with E  E  E . Since E is indecompos-i1 
 i 

able and projective, this implies EE  E Rad E . By the definitioni i1 
 

Ž . Ž .of E we infer Hom E, E E  0, whence E Rad  
 E and thus0 R s1 0 0
 4Ý M 	  Rad .
Finally, let  ,  , . . . ,   M be given such that  
      1 m 1
Ž . . Then E  E 
 E  E implies E  E  E         m 1 m 1
Ž . Ž E  E since the E generate a distributive lattice see 17, Theorem  
m.3 .
Ž .Hence E  E  E for some i, that is, E 
 E . Thus   , and     ii i
1consequently,     M.  i i
With the notation of the preceding proof, let us determine the valuation
for . First, we define
˜ 4   
 L 
 . 39Ž .Ý 
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ˆŽ .Furthermore, we extend 36 to a F by the inductive rule:
E  E  E . 40Ž .
  
 
ˆSimilarly, we extend  to 
 L by the rule

   . 41Ž .
  
 
ˆŽ .Since E is projective, 38 then remains valid for 
 L. Therefore,
ˆŽ .Proposition 3.3 and 34 yield an almost regular valuation  :  L given
by
ˆ ˆ a  
 L  a  
 L  Ea
 E 42Ž . Ž . 4  4
 

with valuation ring .
ˆNext let us define a map F L by
 4
 
  L   
 . 43Ž .ˆ
Moreover, we set

	  
  44Ž .
for 
 ,  F. Then 
 
	0, and for  L,ˆ

   
 . 45Ž .ˆ
ŽFurthermore, the argument in the proof of Proposition 4.1 yields 
 ,
. F
Hom E , E  . 46Ž .Ž .R 
   	 

ˆ nDEFINITION 4.1. Let  :  F with F  be an almost regular
valuation with value group L and valuation ring . For a representative
system C
 F of the residue classes in FL we associate with  the matrix
Ž .  Ž .ring R   , where 
 ,  C,   , and   a    a 
 
  	 
 
ˆ4 Ž .  for  L. By 45 , the isomorphism class of R does not depend
on C.
Now we can state our structure theorem for non-commutative regular
rings. Recall that a ring is said to be indecomposable if it has exactly two
central idempotents.
ˆ nTHEOREM 4.1. Let  :  F be an almost regular aluation with F Z .
Assume that the aluation ring of  is left noetherian. Then R is an
indecomposable basic semiperfect regular ring. Conersely, eery indecompos-
able basic semiperfect regular ring is of this form.
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Note. If n 1, then  merely depends on  and the index of the value
group in F . In this case, R is just a matrix ring as depicted in
Proposition 1.6.
Ž .Proof. By definition, the ring R   is indecomposable, basic, 

and semiperfect. In order to show that R is regular, consider the ideals
P   
   R 47Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž  .	 
 
 
n Ž .of R for  . More generally, P is an R , R -subbimodule of   
Ž . 
 
M  for  F and r C . Let us show first that for  ,  F,r
P  P  P . 48Ž .  
Ž  .The left-hand side is of the form  with


    .Ý
 Ž  .	 
 Ž  .	 
C
As there is a  C with    L, this implies  
 Ž  .	 

by
Ž .virtue of 45 . Hence P  P  P . The reverse inclusion is trivial. In  
Ž .particular, 48 yields
P  P  P  R . 49Ž .  0 
Ž .By definition 47 , the P generate a distributive lattice. If e  e 1 n
 4is the positive cone of F, we define for i 1, . . . , n ,
P  P . 50Ž .i ei
Then
P1  Pn P1  Pn P 51Ž .1 n 1 n 
Ž  .holds for every  F. In fact, the left-hand side is  with


     .
 Ž  e .	 
  ŽŽ  e .	 
 . Ž  .	 
i i i i
i
 4Consequently, we have shown that P , . . . , P is a CM system for R with1 n 
P  P Rad R1 n 
Conversely, let R be an indecomposable basic semiperfect ring with a
 4CM system P P , . . . , P such that Rad R P  P . If E R-1 n 1 n
mod is indecomposable and projective, Proposition 4.1 implies that 
Ž .opEnd E is almost regular. Let us keep the notation of Proposition 4.1R
Ž .and its proof, up to 46 . Consider a non-zero homomorphism f : H E
ˆwith H, E indecomposable and projective. Let 
 F be minimal with
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Ž . Ž . Ž .kf H  E . There exists an integer k 0 with f H  P  P E.
 1 n
Hence we may assume that there is a composition series E M M
 0 1
 4  M  E. It can be chosen such that for each j 1, . . . , s theres
is some  F with M  E M . Consequently, H E for somej1  j 
Ž . F, and Hom E, H  0. Thus if C
 F represents FL, we get anR
isomorphism of left R-modules:
R E . 52Ž . 
C
Ž .By virtue of 46 , this yields R R .
THEOREM 4.2. Eery semiperfect regular ring R is a left order in a
Ž .semisimple artinian ring.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that R is indecom-
posable and basic. So Theorem 4.1 implies that R is of the form R 
Ž . according to Definition 4.1. By Proposition 3.4, the almost regular

 ring  is a left noetherian domain, hence a left Ore domain by 20, II.1.7 .
Thus if D denotes the quotient skew-field of , then R is a subring of a
Ž . 
 
matrix ring M D with r C as in Definition 4.1. Now it followsr
Ž .immediately that R is a left order in M D . r
 EXAMPLE. In the power series ring  k x, y over a field k, con-
sider the closure  of the k-subalgebra generated by x 5, x 3 y, xy2, y5.
5 3 2Ž . Ž .Consider the submodule L    of F  and for every  L0 1
the -submodule
  x 1 y 2  x 1 y 2 53Ž .Ž .
 1 1 of the localization k x, x , y, y of . Then  is almost regular, and
the  ,  0, form an almost free monoid as depicted at the end of
Ž .Section 2. For the overring 39 of , there is an almost regular valuation
ˆ :  L with valuation ring , which associates the intersection of the
minimal exponents to every power series a . For example,
6 3 56 2 3 6 5 5 4 8 x y  x y  x y  x y    .Ž . ž / ž / ž /2 6 5
1 2 3 4 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .If we put 
 ;  ;  ;  ; and  , then C0 0 0 0 0
 40, 
 ,  ,  ,  
 F represents FL, and we have
  x 5, x 3 y , xy2 ;   x 5, x 3 y , x 2 y4 ;   x 5, x 3 y ;Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ
  ˆ ˆ
  x 5, x 4 y3 ;   x 5  L.Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆ
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The corresponding regular ring R is given by
    ˆ ˆ
   ˆ ˆ
    ˆ ˆ 
  ˆ ˆ
    ˆ ˆR    
 ˆ ˆ
    ˆ ˆ   
ˆ ˆ 0
    ˆ ˆ
   ˆ ˆ
with  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 . Conju-ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ   
    
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
Ž 2 3 4.gation with the diagonal matrix cDiag 1, x, x , x , x yields
 I I I I4 3 2 1
I  I I I1 4 3 2
1 I I  I IR  cR c  2 1 4 3 
I I I  I3 2 1 4 0
I I I I 4 3 2 1
Ž 3. Ž 2 . 2with I  x, y ; I  x , y ; I  I I ; I  I .1 2 3 1 2 4 2
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